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ACTIVE AWAY

Unique Tennis Experiences that unite like-minded individuals, through 
impeccable service delivered by truly knowledgeable hosts in excellent 
locations.

Day Off in Turkey
Liberty Lykia
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ACTIVE AWAY

Escape Adventures
Paragliding - Jump from a spectacular height of 2000 meters, enjoy 
the stunning views before you land back in the hotel!
Price - Roughly € 110 (prices may vary)
Location - View Here
Roughly 45 min Taxi (prices may vary)

Blue Lagoon
A stunning oasis where you can relax, rent pedals, canoes and if you’re 
lucky you can spot turtles!  Enjoy a meal at one of the restaurants, 
whilst watching the paragliders land in front of you. (Head to Buzz Bar 
for a good viewing spot!)
 Location - View Here
Roughly 10 min Taxi or 50 min walk

Hisaronu Oludeniz
The local tourist resort and if you love shopping, then here’s the spot!
Location - View Here
Roughly 15 min Taxi (prices may vary)

Baba Tekins Boat Trip
Cruise around six beautiful islands in Oludeniz, where you can stop to 
swim, enjoy local sightseeing and feast on the lunch included.
Price - Please ring for an up to date price
Location - View Here

Turkey has so much to offer....

Paragliding over the Blue Lagoon
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ACTIVE AWAY

Planning Your Day Off

Your Host
Please let your host know what you’d like to do on your Day Off. They 
may be able to help make arrangements.

Getting There
The Host may be able to help you find the most cost effective way of 
travelling to your chosen experience. The host can help arrange Taxi’s, 
Hiring a Car or Public Transport.

Other Participants
Our holidays are all about bringing people together. You may find 
that other members on the trip would like to share an experience with 
you, especially Single Travellers. We do encourage you to include other 
participants in your day off.

WhatsApp
Please feel free to share your preference in the WhatsApp group. Any 
interested members will make themselves known.

Timings
We do appreciate everyone has their own preferences as timings - so 
when discussing your preferred option, please suggest a time so other 
members can join.

Baba Tekins Boat Trip


